Curricular Connections: bronze casting, bronze sculpture, bronzing.

Background information:

Oxford Art Online useful for background information on every aspect of the visual arts. (ASU Only)
The Grove Encyclopedia of the Decorative Arts (ASU Only)
The Grove Encyclopedia of Materials and Techniques (ASU Only)
The Grove Encyclopedia of Classical Art & Architecture (ASU Only)

Books:
Practical Casting: a Studio Reference
3rd floor | TS233 .M39 1994

The Sculpture Reference: Contemporary Techniques, Terms, Tools, Materials and Sculpture
On order

The Colouring, Bronzing, and Patination of metals: a Manual for the Fine Metalworker and Sculptor
3rd floor | TS710 .H83 1983

From Clay to Bronze: a Studio Guide to Figurative Sculpture
3rd floor | NB1230 .L36 1999

Fine Art Metal Casting: an Illustrated Guide to Mould Making and Lost Wax Processes
3rd floor | TS243 .R56 2003

Bronze Casting and American Sculpture, 1850-1900
3rd floor | NB1230 .S5 1985

Earth and Ore: 2500 Years of African Art in Terra-cotta and Metal
3rd floor | NB1265 .S3 1997

Cast in Bronze: French Sculpture from Renaissance to Revolution
3rd floor | NB545 .B7613 2009
Roman Baroque Sculpture: the Industry of Art
3rd floor | NB620 .M66 1989

Portraits of the Masters: Bronze Sculptures of the Tibetan Buddhist Lineages
3rd floor | NB1305.C6 P67 2003

George Segal: Bronze
3rd floor | NB237.S44 A4 2003

The Bronzes of Rodin: Catalogue of Works in the Musée Rodin
3rd floor | NB553.R7 A4 2007

Degas Sculptures: Catalogue Raisonné of the Bronzes
3rd floor | NB553.D4 A4 2002

**Best Databases for Images and Scholarly Articles: (ASU Only)**

- [ArtStor](#) Image database that provides curated collections of art images and associated data.
- [Art Full Text](#) covers art history and the decorative arts.
- [Academic Search Complete](#) covers a variety of disciplines including current news.